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Next meeting 
 

Roger Benton of  Lie-Nielsen Toolworks 
Hand Tool Setup

WEDNESDAY NOVEMBER 6TH 

7 PM AT  

BRUSH BARN 

Our October General Meeting was called to order by LIW 
President Mike Daum at 7 PM. The session was one week 
late since another event preempted our regular date. The 

speaker for the scheduled presentation was unable to accommodate 
the date change. As it turned out, this was a good thing since it pro-
vided an opportunity to concentrate on the Annual Show details and 
our first foray into e-voting for the upcoming elections. Jim Moloney 
was available for members who wished to have their photographs 
taken and added to our website. The strictly voluntary photos help put 
names and faces together.  
  
NEW MEMBERS Barry Gruber from Lake Grove – his interests 
include cabinetmaking and general woodworking. Welcome, Barry. 
  
TREASURER’S REPORT None. 
  
MEMBERSHIP REPORT Membership Chair Joe Bottigliere reported 
there are 174 current members. 
 
ANNOUNCEMENTS Members were reminded that this year’s Annual 
Show is scheduled for 11/9 and 11/10. Once again, it will be held at 
the Old Bethpage Village Restoration (OBVR) site. Frank Pace will be 
running Vic’s Tool Garage, and Mike Luciano will be managing the 
Gift Shop. Both gentlemen are seeking volunteers to assist. Jim Heick 
is coordinating volunteer dates and times. Contact Jim at our website 
if  you can help out. 
  
Ed Dillon and Charlie Felsen are co-chairing the Nominating 
Committee again this year. If  you are interested in becoming a candi-
date, please contact them. Thank you, Ed and Charlie. 
  
President Mike Daum and Treasurer Steve Fulgoni made a deep dive 
into our first-ever e-voting process this year.  
  
SHOW AND TELL None. 
 
PRESENTATION – COREY TIGHE Corey provided an overview of  the 
jigs he is using to make furniture with Maloof  joints. While handsome 
and robust joinery, the Maloof  joint requires dadoes, rabbets, and 
round overs; it’s complicated. Careful layout and jigs are requirements 
for success. Corey’s chair uses ambrosia maple.  The construction is a 
work-in-progress.  Corey will provide updates as milestones are 
reached.  Thanks, Corey. 

 
 

SECRETARY’S 
NOTES

MICHAEL R. 
MITTLEMAN



ELECTIONS 

As has been announced previously, this year’s elections will occur in two stages. First, the voting for 
the updated bylaws commences on the morning of  11/6/2019 and continues through 11/19/2019. 

For members needing help with e-voting, get assistance at the Annual Wood Show. 
  

The second vote for traditional LIW positions and SIG presidents starts 12/4/2019 and continues  
through 12/17/2019. 

 
 

TOYS FOR TOTS 

 
For those LIW members making contributions via check, please make your gifts payable to Toys for 
Tots, not the LIW. This step simplifies the bookkeeping effort and makes donations tax-deductible. 

 

INFORMATION UPDATES
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 BOB WOODLICFM

ANNOUNCEMENTS  After the raffle the meeting began with some information regarding Kutzall files and rasps. Bob 
Hildebrand, I hope I have the correct name, mentioned that Kutzall may give a discount of  possibly up to 30% with 
a bulk order from the club.   

Next was the tip of  the month from Don Daily. Don’s tip was in reference to sharpening card scrapers. When bur-
nishing the hook Don holds the burnisher at an angle and runs the scraper edge across the angled burnisher.  

SHOW AND TELL  Mike Mittleman made a Fibonacci gauge which was inspired by a Don Daily presentation. Mike 
also made a Shaker step stool based largely on a model provided by Jim Hennefield. Mike mentioned that Jim was 
more than generous in helping him out with the templates etc. The joinery was a combination of  Keller dovetails 
and dowels.  

PRESENTATION  The meeting was primarily dedicated to sharpening. There were five separate stations - Tormek, 
Work Sharp, a diamond stone with waterstones, waterstones, and simply using sandpaper.  Some interesting points 
were made at the various stations. For instance, flattening a waterstone using wallpaper or spackle grit on a flat stone 
or surface. Another method of  flattening stones was to use a 220 coarse diamond stone rubbing the waterstone on 
the diamond surface.  The Tormek had attachments to do various angle grinds from chisels to turning tools. 
Sharpening planes and chisels using sandpaper was also shown. One note, when sharpening a narrow chisel, for 
example an eighth inch, push it back and forward not sideways otherwise you may rock the chisel point or back and 
not achieve a flat plane.   

The meeting was very casual but provided insight and nuances for sharpening with various methods. Although the 
minutes are very brief  a lot of  information was shared and could be used for the general meeting.  
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 TURNER’S GUILD                                                            BARRY SALTSBERG

SIG President Bob Urso opened the meeting and welcomed the members.  
 
ANNOUNCEMENTS Bob brought up the new bylaws and the new voting procedures.  He called on Steve, who was 
on the bylaws committee, to clarify:  there will be a 2-week online voting period to be initiated by an email alert.  
There will be 2 votes:  the first ballot is for approval of  the new bylaws, and the second vote is for election of  offi-
cers and SIG presidents.  All members vote for all SIG presidents, since, theoretically, all members of  LIW are also 
members of  all SIGs. 
 
Our annual show will be next month, November 9th and 10th, with set-up on the 8th. 
The program for next month’s meeting will be ornaments 
. 
SHOW AND TELL Gary M. had a huge ambrosia maple bowl finished with salad bowl finish. 
Jim M. showed a red oak natural edge bowl. 
 
RAFFLE There were 3 winners of  the raffle, plus winners of  donated wood. 
 
PRESENTATION Hal Usher talked briefly about safety, which was in the order of  “do as I say, not as I do.” 
He talked about wood selection and orientation:  why turn crappy or boring wood? 
 
 

Crotch wood:  the crotch can be u-shaped or v-shaped, and showed examples of  each 
Multi-stem trees - here the trunk branches into 3 or more branches and the end-grain bowl that can be 
obtained from it 
Burls 
Decayed wood - if  the decay hasn’t yet ruined the wood, but caused attractive discoloration 
 

He talked about several species:  
 

Yew 
Ash 
Walnut 
Ambrosia Maple - the figure is caused by the ambrosia beetle that carries a fungus; infests weakened trees 
Cedar - interesting for small projects, such as stemware, weed pots, etc. 
 

Hal showed examples of  winged or propeller bowls achieved by putting a small log on the lathe with the grain at 90 
degrees to the lathe bed. 
 
Finally, he noted that cracking is caused by uneven drying. If  you finish turn a green bowl with consistent thickness 
or a rough-turned bowl to consistent thickness, it probably won’t craccracking is caused by uneven drying. If  you 
finish turn a green bowl with consistent thickness or a rough-turned bowl to consistent thickness, it probably won’t 
crack. 
 
Jean brought a sheet cake and cupcakes to celebrate Bob’s birthday.  Thank you, Hal, and happy birthday Bob! 
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 KITCHEN CORNER                                                         JOE BOTTIGLIERE

We happen to have an ugly corner in our kitchen. Oh, excuse me. The corner is visually challenging. It needs a little face 
lift. So, my wife decided to look for a more appropriate bookcase to replace the undersized metal piece that added 
to the disfiguration. As would be expected, I offered to make the new piece. I pointed out how it would be the per-

fect spot for a pie safe we both have desired. She reminded me she wanted a bookcase. … I understood.  

I explained how it should highlight some figured wood and have an interesting design. … She understood. 

Brenda also reminded me of  the myriad projects that were on my docket. … I understood.  

However, I pointed out, that I haven’t made a piece of  furniture in some time and I was aching to get into one. … She under-
stood. 

But there was catch. It had to be done quickly. The eyesore of  a corner was getting worse as the cookbook collection grew larg-
er. She did not want to wait the typical time frame of  design to install. … I understood. 

Then I suggested perhaps she stop buying so many cook books. She gave me the look. … I understood! 

So, a few quick sketches in AutoCAD, a cursory look at my wood inventory and a couple of  measurements and my design was 
ready to build. I was excited to get started. I was looking forward to building this project primarily with hand tools. Aside from 
the twenty-two mortises and tenons required, this bookcase lent itself  to straightforward techniques. There would need to be 
grooves plowed for panels; dadoes formed for shelving; edges shaped and profiled; frames and panels planed smooth; edging 
flushed to shelves and joinery fit snugly. Now, I am not a purist. I prefer to use hand tools when possible, but I do “cheat” 
more than often and use power tools when making my furniture or other woodenware. I am not committed strictly to hand 
tools and I am certainly not afraid to use them instead of  only power tools. But the idea of  cheating in the process of  work-
ing wood – using power tools in lieu of  hand tools – is an interesting premise. The notion of  cheating was raised again after a 
recent demonstration. In response, I tried to address the idea using my experiences as an example. 

Consider this, my bookcase incorporates a considerable amount of  plywood. That plywood – wood veneer and lots of  glue – 
is a nightmare for hand tools. That nightmare forces compromises that I might not otherwise make. Working this manufac-
tured product can quickly dull or damage the blades of  handsaws, hand planes and chisels. So, in come the power tools. On 
the other hand, a wider or extremely figured board might not fit your tool or can be chewed up under its blades. So, back to 
the bench and hand planes. What’s a boy to do? I hardly consider using power tools on plywood cheating. It seems apparent 
that manufactured material was made for power tools and those tools have evolved to better handle such material. All consid-
ered, how could anyone consider power tools a cheat? But that is only part of  the story. As mentioned, I had to plow some 
grooves to capture the six panels which enclosed the shelves. It was quite satisfying plowing nearly forty linear feet of  ¼” x 
3/8” grooves with my Stanley #248. Believe it or not, it went very quickly and accurately without fear of  misalignment or dan-
ger of  whirling blades. And the waste was quite easy to collect for kindling without the whine of  a shop-vac! I also mentioned 
twenty-two mortises that needed to be cut. Well, I chopped the first one by hand with a chisel and mallet. I even sawed its mat-
ing tenon with a backsaw so the fit was just oversized. Then I rigged up my square chisel mortising machine and made light 
work of  the remaining twenty-one square holes. I’m no masochist. The rest of  the tenons were likewise cut at the table saw. 
However, to scratch that hand tool itch, each joint was fastidiously fitted using a chisel and a router plane. So precise. So much 
fun. Less calories. 

But that was not the last of  the fun. Each stile on the sides of  the case needed to be dado-ed to accept the shelves. This was 
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easily accomplished by setting out, sawing to the line, chiseling out the waste and leveling the dado with a router plane. So far, 
so good. I was still on schedule with no questioning looks from the client. 

As expected, there was plenty of  hand planing involved in this project as well. The four side panels of  the case were resawed 
at the bandsaw from a beautiful quilt-like maple board (shameless plug alert) procured from Urban Specialty Hardwoods. These 
four panels, like all the solid wood members in this project were hand planed to finish but lightly sanded with 320 grit to pro-
vide a uniform surface for staining.  

Now, here comes the bridge …  

I managed to squeeze in a few dovetails in this project. There are two cross ties at the top of  the case securing the two sides 
together. These are attached to the upper rails with a single dovetail at each end. I did cut those dovetails by hand. That is, with 
a handsaw, chisel and fret saw. They could, very well, have been cut using a router or bandsaw. But would using a router con-
stitute cheating? After all, dovetails should be cut using hand tools, right? That was the question raised when a friend was con-
fused by the comments made during a recent demonstration. Jim Hennefield was showing us how he cut the dovetails for a 
cabinet he was constructing. As is typical of  Jim’s work, the results were flawless and beautiful. Jim showed us how he incor-
porates blue painter’s tape to outline the joint and how he saws to that line using a dovetail saw. But it was Jim’s comments on 
how he could have or did “cheat” by using a router to form the pins and tails. My friend, new to “fine furniture making,” could 
not understand why using a router would be considered cheating. The point is to get the work done, he argued. It would have 
been difficult to explain Jim’s comment had this question not been asked by nearly every aspiring woodworker, including myself. 
It’s not an easy question to answer. But the debate between hand work and machining wood has always seemed academic to 
me. For the most part, I do not believe it affects the quality of  the finish piece. It may say something of  the craftsman. Certainly, 
it says something about the time available to complete the piece or acquire certain motor skills. But with few exceptions can 
anyone distinguish between a piece made “by hand” or by machine.  

But dovetails seem to be the exception. It is almost demanded of  a craftsman to cut this joint by hand. Why? The same does 
not hold for the noble mortise and tenon or the dado or rabbet joint. In fact, many peers scoff  when they hear that you “wast-
ed your time” hand cutting these joints. So why is the dovetail held to such high standards? My perception results from the 
notion that most of  our work is done by machines. Let me repeat that: Our work is done by machines. For so many under-
standable reasons, the milling, shaping, joining and smoothing of  wood is done by a machine. With few exceptions do we pro-
vide the power and accuracy to achieve a finished piece of  woodwork. When the opportunity arises where we work the wood 
ourselves, i.e. with hand tools, we celebrate it. The dovetail is held in esteem. It has become the benchmark of  craftsmanship. 
It is more than just a joint to hold two pieces of  wood together. It has become the signature of  the maker. Finely cut, gap free 
and delicate are features barely possible with machines. Thick saw blades and wide router bits do not lend themselves to the 
finest work. Adequate? Sufficient? Beautiful? In most opinions, yes! The joint is beautiful, strong and by most layman’s stan-
dards, indistinguishable from any contender. But if  identified, not equal to those executed with saw and chisel alone. As I see 
it, because of  its aesthetic value, the dovetail screams to be cut by hand. Skeptical? Why are there so many videos and classes 
offered solely on hand-cutting dovetails? Why have tool manufacturers invested so much of  their time and energy into creat-
ing a better dovetail saw? Why do some of  these saws sold exceed $250? It certainly is not on market speculation. Similarly, 
why do some jig manufacturers invest their efforts in trying to emulate a “hand-cut” dovetail with their jigs? 

Cut the joint by hand or by machine and it will be just as strong. But master the saw and chisel and the beauty and variations 
are unmistakable. Leave behind a gauge line to intrigue the observer. Skew the cut or leave a gap as evidence of  your hand-
work. Maybe it will be more appreciated. Maybe not. My four single dovetails were cut by hand. They were not perfect, but 
they did not have to be. They will be covered forever by a top and some cove molding. Perhaps the next set will be more pre-
cise. I will most likely cut them by hand with saw and chisel … or not. It depends if  I feel like cheating. 

Understand?
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B E A D S  O F  C O U R A G E  
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 PUZZLE                                                                               MICHAEL R. MITTLEMAN

You Can Do It! 
 

1 2 3 4 5 6

7

8
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Clues 

Across Down 

  1. Speed 1. Jacuzzi 

  7. Fuel rating 2. Fruit type 

  8. Frugality 3. End grain? 

  9. Bag holder 4. Chiang Kai-shek's capital 

10. Ailing 5. Sheathe 

11. Near 6. Bug 

Solution to October

 

6 2 3 4 8 7 5 9 1
9 8 7 1 5 2 6 4 3
1 4 5 9 3 6 8 7 2
4 7 9 8 1 3 2 6 5
2 5 1 7 6 9 4 3 8
8 3 6 2 4 5 7 1 9
7 6 8 3 2 1 9 5 4
5 1 2 6 9 4 3 8 7
3 9 4 5 7 8 1 2 6


